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                                     UNDAMAGED DELIVERY
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                                     Kraft, Polypropylene Paper Container Airbag
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  Kraft   Contanier Air bag       
                               

                             
                             
Container airbags manufactured from a special fabric obtained from the lamination process of craft paper and polypropylene fabric can withstand a ton of pressure and

are absolutely unaffected by water and moisture, enabling the cargo to reach its destination without being damaged.
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  Polypropylene   Contanier Air bag       
                               

                             
                             
The polypropylene container airbags that we produce from a special fabric obtained after the reinforcement of the polypropylene fabric by lamination after resistance against water and moisture is enhanced, can resist tons of pressure,

absolutely unaffected by water and moisture, and securely reaches destination without damage to the cargo.
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  Valved   Liquid Carrying Bags       
                               

                             
                             
Thanks to valved liquid carrying bags, you will have the opportunity to store all kinds of liquids, water, juice and beverages.

- Valved Liquid carrying bags are a lightweight and practical alternative to heavy glass bottles.
Fruit juices, water, coffee and sauce-like ketchup, tomato paste, etc. You can use it when it breaks.

- This product is made as standard for preserving beverages, it is harmless and lightweight.

- Excellent joining and joining material quality: Valved Liquid transport bags are preferred in many areas due to their flexible packaging, long life and durability.
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Container  Airbag and Safe Transportation  

									When it comes to transport safety, container air bag is the major equipment that makes matter. 
Safe transportation of risky loads
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